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Examples of How DLA & DHS Work Together

**Disaster Planning**

**Inter-Agency Agreement**
- Defines continuum of DLA planning support before, during & after the disaster
- Identifies DLA as procurement agent for MRE’s, pharmaceuticals, fuel, etc.

**2007 Hurricane Season**
- FEMA allocated $90M for purchase of DLA supplies

**Weekly Planning VTC’s**

**Shared Capabilities**

**Deployable Distribution Center**
- Portable, shipping, receiving, cross-docking, storage/inventory management & traffic/transportation management capability

**Tracking Shipment of Supplies**
- DLA uses approved carriers with satellite monitoring capability
- FEMA & DLA shipment tracking IT systems share real-time info

**Strategic Sourcing - Contracting**

**Joint Exercises**
- September 2006 - Operation Quick Deliver
- November 2006 - Operation Golden Guardian
• DLA provided commodities have 100% in-transit visibility & 100% drop trailer capability

• DLA tracking system – a single portal for viewing materiel movement...data updated hourly

• DLA movement data submitted to FEMA every 6 hrs

• FEMA applies GPS units to dropped DLA trailers at FEMA designated locations...DLA accesses FEMA tracking system
Building an Enterprise...

- **FEMA** owns the requirement, the planning, and command & control…

  - But the capacity needed to execute exists within several places …

  - **DLA** - a highly capable tool in the **FEMA** toolkit!

**DLA & DHS – Forging a Partnership…Building a National Enterprise**